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The usual technique is to determine the number required to make it possible for both hypotheses to be on the limit of rejection at a given level of significance. This somewhat arbitrary criterion is good enough for purposes of experimental design: if one of the hypotheses is indeed true, and the recommended number is bred, then in the great majority of' cases the other hypothesis will be able to be rejected with confidence. This note treats the general case of n-class segregations.
Suppose there are Na individuals in the ith class, and the alternative hypotheses are E(Na) = Ns and E(Na) = NI2, where Ea2 = Es2 Et= i, N being the total number. All sums are taken over the n classes. Then twice the log likelihood ratios on the two hypotheses are G = 2ENa, (log Na -log Ns and G 2ENa2 (log Na-log Nt).
For the case in which both hypotheses are on the limit of rejection, G = G = X-i' x-being that value appropriate to the chosen level of significance. We may write this equation because G is approximately equal to x2 (see Woolf, '957). From it we find Ea1logs = Ealogt2
and Ea (log a, -log s) = x_1 /2N. () These three equations cannot by themselves lead to an explicit solution for the a and N for n>. In order to obtain a solution we must choose the "worst possible" values of the a, and hence the maximum value of N, by minimising the left-hand side of equation (2) subject to the conditions (i) and (s). We must therefore minimise the function H = Ea2 (log a -log s) -.p(Ea1 log s -Eat log t) -a(Ea -'), in which p and a are Lagrangian multipliers. We find = log as-log s+'+p (logs1-logt)-a = o, 2H a2H ----= i/a2>o and = 0.
We now have n+2 equations to determine the na's, p and a, and hence N.
Fortunately we may eliminate all the as's, whose values we do not want to know, as follows. Multiplying each equation by a1 and summing over all i gives Ea2(log a2-log s) (i -a)Ea2 + pEa2(log s2-log t) = o, S2 whence, using equations (i), (2) 
APPLICATION
In many genetical situations there will only be a few classes, with the result that equation (5) may be solved for p without difficulty. The substitution of this value in () then leads to the required number N. In some cases it will be possible to derive an expression for N directly.
For example, consider the case in which two loci are known to be linked with recombination fraction p = -q ; we wish to test whether a double heterozygote has the dominant alleles in coupling or repulsion. On backcrossing to the double recessive, the segregation of the four phenotypes amongst the progeny will be either p/2 : q/2 : q/2 : p/2 or q/2 p/2 : q/2. Substitution of these values in () shows that, independently of p, p , and substituting in () then gives xs2I2N = -log 2pq, whence N = -flog 4pq. Inter-specific hybridisation in higher plants has three common results when sexual reproduction is retained in the hybrid population. A hybrid swarm maybe produced; thehybrids mayback-cross totheparent species, and so their hybrid origin may be obscured; or they may produce allopolyploid derivatives reproductively isolated from the parent species. Introgression is more likely to occur in cross-fertilisers than in self-fertilisers (Baker, 1953) , while Grant (1956) has argued that since the union of un-reduced gametes is more likely to occur in rare self-fertilising hybrids than in rare cross-fertilising hybrids, alloploids are more likely to arise in self-fertiliscrs, and cites the high coincidence of polyploidy and self-fertility in some
